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LION’S SHARE - 24 SHOT

500 gram cakes

500 gram cakes

item no: 2823

14”W  X  9”H  X  9.5”D

10”W  X  9”H  X  10”D

Get your share with red stars to silver glittering willows, green 
stars to red glittering willows then red, green, yellow, purple, blue, 
and orange palms. Finishing with a four shot finale of delayed 
crackling chrysanthemums with red, green, and yellow stars.

16 Shot double break cake that produces 32 powerful bursts. 
E�ects include multi colored brocade, peony, and palms with 
tails and outstanding glitter. You won't be disappointed!

packing: 4-1

DOUBLE CROSSED - 16 SHOT
item no: 2842 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
10.5”W  X 8”H   X  10.5”D
An assortment of 4  Brothers Heavy 
Weights cakes: Atom Bomb, Hydrogen 
Bomb, Neutron Bomb, and Cobalt Bomb.

DA BIG BOX 0’ BOMBS - 144 SHOT
item no: 2822 packing: 1-4
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EYE CANDY - 36 SHOT

500 gram cakes
item no: 2824

11.75”W  X 11.75”H  X  8”D
Feast your eyes on red glitter, silver glitter, and blue stars to 

brocade and crackling to delayed crackling chrysanthemums.

packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
10.5”W  X  9”H  X  9.5”D

Money Maker is full of unique e�ects and an original firing 
pattern that makes this 13 shot one to remember.  Multi-color 

breaks with glitter are separated by W pattern comets with 
palm tails that have jellyfish break out of them half way up. 

Finally a 3 shot volley finishes this performance with a bang!

MONEY MAKER - 13 SHOT
item no: 2827 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
17.5”W  X  7”H   X  11”D

If you are looking for a finale for your show this is it! Firebird 
fills the entire sky 6 times with 7 shots fired in a fan pattern. 

Every shot has a vibrant brocade tail to varying e�ects of 
white glitter, spit blue & red stars, red & green falling leaves, 
and brocade crowns. The final volley o�ers a 7 shot brocade 

crown to time rain.

FIREBIRD - 42 SHOT
item no: 2825 packing: 4-1
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TROPICAL THUNDER - 16 SHOT

500 gram cakes
item no: 2829

10”W  X 10”H  X  9”D
Silver flash mines to red breaking jellyfish set this cake apart 
from the rest. Then red and blue peony with strobe and 
brocade tails light up the sky. Finally a volley of 4 shots end 
with a finale you're sure to remember.

packing: 4-1

forever - 50 shot

500 gram cakes
item no: 2830

10”W  X 16.5”H  X  6”D
Forever is a great long lasting cake that your friends and family 
are sure to enjoy, with 50 shots in a variety of e�ects you'll see 
comet tails, brocades, strobes, palms, and crackles all in a 
variety of colors. Then the finale consists of a 4 shot volley 
with silver spinning tails!

packing: 3-1

BRAVO - 25 SHOT

B.A.S.E. MILITARY ASSORTMENT
item no: 2828

11.75”W  X  8”H  X  8”D
Measurements for each individual cake

Bravo is a variety cake with a 
long duration.  With 25 shots 
featuring gold palms with red & 
green stars to white strobe and 
crackling, two volleys of brilliant 
flying fish, and a tremendous 3 
shot golden palm finale, it is sure 
to please the audience.  Lasts 
about 35 seconds.

Alpha - 25 SHOT
Alpha lasts over 30 seconds and 
has a great variety of e�ects.  This 
25 shot cake features red & blue 
peonies to white strobe with 
chrysanthemum crackling, two 
volleys of exciting 3 stage whistling 
tails, golden peonies with crackling, 
and an excellent 3 shot finale of 
golden crackling palms. 

sierra - 25 SHOT
Looking for an aggressive paced 
device? Sierra features 25 shots 
in 7 sets of spectacular volleys.  
Two sets each of golden willows 
to red and green strobe, bright 
tiger tails with red and green 
pearls, purple and blue peonies 
with crackling, and 3 shot red 
brocade to timed rain finale.

Echo - 25 SHOT
Echo displays 7 sets of brilliant 
volleys making this cake a true aerial 
assault. With 25 shots featuring 
volleys of golden whirlwinds to red 
pearl, 3 stage whistling tails, red and 
green peonies with white strobe, red 
and green strobe with crackling and 
a 4 color peony finale with white 
strobe and crackling.

packing: 1-4

500 gram cakes
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500 gram cakes
10.25”W  X  9.5”H  X  9”D

Blue mines erupt skyward into dazzling green strobes with 
falling leaves and screaming sidewinder missiles that seek and 

destroy leading up to a finale volley of golden brocade.

sidewinder - 25 shot
item no: 2832 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
10.5”W  X 10.5”H  X  8.75”D

American Burn Out has a huge variety in this action packed 500 
gram. With a great duration this cake displays a variety of colors, 

comets, tails, palm trees, strobes, whistling, and willow rain.

burn out - 36 shot
item no: 2833 packing: 4-1

rose grenade - 9 shot

500 gram cakes
item no: 2831

12.5”W  X 12.5”H  X  11”D
This 500G cake is one of a kind with 6 powerful red pisitl 

breaks and 3 shot finale with the stunning "red rose spray" 
e�ect. Impress your neighborhood with the most unique 

fireworks of the night!

packing: 4-1
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mass of fire - 156 shot

500 gram cakes

500 gram cakes

item no: 2835

9”W  X  15.75”H  X  6.5”D

9.75”W  X  9.75”H  X  9”D

This name says it all… Prepare yourself for a Mass of Fire with 
this huge 156 shot finale cake. This zipper cake fires a variety 
of colors and e�ects at the perfect pace with a superior finale.

This 25 Shot 500 Gram cake from Great Grizzly will leave you 
mesmerized!  Aggressive volleys of vivid neon peonies rip 
open the night sky.  Enjoy yellow, blue, red, pink, silver, green, 
blue, & purple stars that transition into a 5 shot finale of 
Charcoal Dahlias with crackling stars.  Simply Amazing!

packing: 2-1

neon parrot - 25 shot
item no: 2836 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
11”W  X 8.75”H   X  10”D
Red/green palm trees and red/green time rain willow shoot at V 
and W angles alternatively. Grand finale of color time rain willows!

raging radical - 14 shot
item no: 2837 packing: 4-1
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cherry bomb - 25 shot

500 gram cakes

500 gram cakes

item no: 2839

14.25”W  X 8.75”H  X  10”D

27.5”W  X  7”H  X  15.75”D

Multi-colored peonies burst high into the night sky and fade to 
darkness only to reappear with a large Cherry Bomb lace e�ect 

that will leave you speechless.  An angled tube configuration and 
variable timed fusing sends 4 rows of 5 shots into the air before 

finishing with a rapid fire 5 shot Cherry Bomb finale.

A 500 gram maximum performance multi shot repeater that 
shoots aerial e�ects high into the sky, beginning with red, 

green, blue and white comet tails changing to loud reports. 
Next, round brocades with blue pearls and silver fish cover the 

sky. Add red, white and silver crackling flowers which change to 
red, green, and blue peonies. Finish with crackles and a silver 
chrysanthemum with loud reports. Bigger is definitely better!

packing: 4-1

big bad ass - 119 shot
item no: 1508 packing: 2-1

16”W  X  8.75”H  X  10”D
An exhilarating, hard-hitting, in-your-face performance will 

leave no doubt that this 500G Beast cake is The Ultimate!   
Aggressive volleys of white & red glitter bloom from bold 
Brocade Crowns and transition to multi-colored strobing 

mines.  It ramps back up with whistling tails to silver fish with a 
spectacular finale of monster Brocade Crowns with blue & 

white glittering.  51 Shots! 

THE ULTIMATE - 51 shot
item no: 2841 packing: 3-1

500 GRAM CAKES
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500 gram cakes
11”W  X 10”H  X  9”D
Time to Shine with crackling mines to silver cyclone with blue 
stars, crackling mines to whistling, green blue mines to neon 
red and orange and blue dahlia. Brocade crown with blue 
mines to brocade with neon red dahlia. Finale with brocade 
crown with crackling palm tree with neon red dahlia.

time to shine - 20 shot
item no: 2834 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
13”W  X 8.75”H   X  10.25”D
Red, green yellow, and blue falling leaves dangle down from 
super white strobing sky!

sky fall - 25 shot
item no: 2838 packing: 4-1

500 gram cakes
10”W  X  7”H  X  10”D
Sublime from Bright Star is a terrific value!  With 500 
grams of composition and 30 shots, it spreads the sky 
with its v-shaped firing pattern.  Twin tails erupt to make 
way for multi-color dahlias with long lasting strobes.  A 
fantastic finale follows featuring brocade crowns with 
color dahlias!

SUBLIME - 30 shot
item no: 2819 packing: 4-1 
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500 gram cakes
19”W  X  7”H  X  9.5”D

Fighter Pilot by Great Grizzly features 50 shots of 
variety comets in multiple colors.  An exciting finale 

will feature 10 shots of red crackling mines with 
weaving gold, red, and green comets!

Fighter pilot - 60 shot
item no: 2811 packing: 2-1

headbanger - 80 shot

500 gram cakes
item no: 2826

19”W  X 7”H  X  11”D
This specialty 500 Gram zipper cake features an aggressive firing 
pattern that will send 10 shots at a time of multi colored crackling 

tails and one huge break that rains down over the night sky.  A 
rapid fire 25 shot finale features barrage of beautiful pearl tails to a 

massive trio of brocade crown & glittering chrysanthemums.

packing: 2-1

10.25”W  X  9.5”H  X  9”D
The Queen has arrived!  Featuring 7 heart skipping 

breaks, this maximum loaded 500 Gram Cake is nothing 
like you've seen before.  Purple stars explode with a loud 

report that fades into brilliant gold glittering strobe.

Thunder queen - 7 shot
item no: 2813 packing: 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES
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the wild one - 15 shot

finale repeaters

finale repeaters

item no: 1582

6”W  X  6”H  X  7”D

8.25”W  X  6.75”H  X  7.75”D

This is The Wild One! Five volleys of 3 shots make this 
cake light up the sky. Bue and red flying fish, green and 
gold with glitter and willow, and a golden willow finale.

Get ready to feel like a star as this 18 Shot aerial cake will 
light up the sky like the paparazzi!  Featuring brilliant red 
peonies with silver glittering and transitioning to a beautiful 
display of white strobing leaves, this item is sure to impress.  
An angled triple burst of  bright white tiger tail comets 
serve as the final flash before the Gold Palm finale sequence 
with titanium crackling!

packing: 8-1

v.i.p. - 18 shot
item no: 2535 packing: 8-1

finale repeaters
7”W  X  7”H  X  7”D
Unleash The Son of Beast with this hard hitting 12 shot. Multi 
colors and e�ects in each huge break with a 2 shot finale.

son of beast - 12 shot
item no: 2528 packing: 8-1
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neon party - 24 shot

finale repeaters

finale repeaters

item no: 2530

5”W  X  6”H  X  5”D

6”W  X  6”H  X  6”D

The size is deceiving on this 24 shot cake. This cake 
delivers a variety of unmatched neon colors, strobes, fish, 

and silver chrysanthemum.

Whiskey Bent - Kick back with a glass of your favorite pour and 
enjoy this hard hitter. This cake packs 12 powerful willow breaks 

with blue, red, and silver strobe stars and a 3 shot finale.    
Hell Bound - This cake has an aggressive firing pattern that will 

keep you on the edge of your seat! You'll see 36 shots of red, 
green, and blue with silver strobe and red, blue and green with 

crackle all leading up to a 6 shot finale with all e�ects.

packing: 12-1

whiskey bent & Hell Bound 
item no: 2531 packing: 2-6

8.5”W  X  6”H  X  6”D
Zig zag shooting of red, green, purple dahlias with special 

white strobes. 25 dazzling shots.

25 carats - 25 shot
item no: 2532 packing: 8-1

finale repeaters
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finale repeaters
 7”H  X  6”D
Ti�any blue accents pink, blue, and purple dahlia with silver 
strobe and gold strobe mine.

yeti - 9 shot
item no: 2529 packing: 12-1

finale repeaters
7”H  X  7”D
Sea-blue stars with gold glitter, red dahlia with gold glitter, 
and purple dahlia with gold glitter.

Spider monkey - 12 shot
item no: 2521 packing: 8-1

finale repeaters
 9.75” W  x  8”H  X  7”D
This Pyro Planet finale repeater is loaded with special 
e�ects! Silver butterflies, whistles, green glitter, blue, 
purple, crackling and brocades!

brickyard blowout - 21 shot 
item no: 1777 packing: 8-1
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A long time overdue, we have revamped and reformulated our long-time staple, Predator 
Shells!  Now XL, they are bigger, badder, and better than ever before.  Choose from 6, 12 or 

24 shell packs featuring assorted shells of hand-selected varieties you are sure to love! Dazzle 
your customers with the new holographic, embossed box that will  stand out among the rest!

12 shell Pack
item no: 2914
11.75”W  X  5.5”H  X  16”D

packing: 6-12

24 shell Pack

11”W  X  27”H  X  6”D

item no: 2918 packing: 4-24

6 shell Pack

6”W  X  13.5”H  X  5.5”D

item no: 2924 packing: 12-6
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10”W  X  6”H  X  4”D
Get ready to paint the sky with this 20 shot cake! Vibrant red, 
lemon, green, blue, purple, and yellow breaks light up the sky 
leading up to a colorful 3 shot finale with loud crackle.

paint the sky - 20 shot
item no: 2524 packing: 12-1

aerial repeaters

aerial repeaters
3”W  X  5”H  X  3”D
8 Shots of loud bursting silver peony fill the night sky 
as white glittering stars burn brightly in the darkness.  

holy pow - 8 shot
item no: 701 packing: 48-1

halley’s comet - 8 shot

aerial repeaters
item no: 734

3”W  X  5”H  X  3”D
8 Shots of spectacular whirlwind whistling tails fill the 
night sky as gold comets scramble high into the air.  

packing: 48-1
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Red Planet

4.5”W  X  5”H  X  4.5”D

Don't be fooled by its size. 
This 9 shot has bright blue, 
green, yellow, and orange 
stars with time rain and a 
multi shot finale.

Over the Moon
All gold everything! Gold 
brocade and time rain 
alternate for 6 shots 
followed by a 3 shot finale.

Drops of jupiter
Amazing glitter and strobe 
packed in this small 
package! Blue, green, and 
gold strobe stars with 
glittering tails.

Saturn Rings
Small but colorful 9 shot 
with red, green, and purple 
stars with bright tails and a 
multi shot finale.

item no: 2526 packing: 12-4

Measurements for each individual cake
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5.25”W  X  5.5”H  X  4.25”D
This 20 shot o�ers a unique combination of giant silver 
crackling tails, flying silver fish with color pearls, then big 
brocade crown with multi color pearls.

crazy like a fox - 20 shot
item no: 2527 packing: 12-1

aerial repeaters

5.5”W  X  7”H  X  5”D
Zombie Dust has an ever changing firing pattern that will keep 
you wanting more. You'll see 24 shots with red, blue, purple, 
yellow, and green colors with strobes, mines, brocades, and 
crackling.

zombie dust - 24 shot
item no: 2525 packing: 12-1

aerial repeaters

5”W  X  5”H  X  4”D
This 20 shot aerial cake features an onslaught of multi-colored 
chrysanthemums that quickly transition to vivid brocade crown 
e�ects that will get your heart racing.  A finale volley of red, 
green, and blue chrysanthemums will suggest the mission is 
complete.

special ops - 20 shot
item no: 2533 packing: 18-1

aerial repeaters
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aerial repeaters
6.5”W  X  3”H  X  4”D

These value cakes are known for their big crisp crackling 
mines! Definitely something you will want to see for yourself!

Crackling Mines - 7 Shot
item no: 2522 packing: 2-18

aerial repeaters
7”W  X 4.75”H  X 5”D

Top Flight by Great Grizzly takes you soaring through 
the sky with a beautiful show.  The variety is plentiful 

with the following e�ects: strobes, chrysanthemum, 
mines, crackling, and whistling.  24 Shots!

TOP FLIGHT - 24 SHOT
item no: 2509 packing: 12-1 

Shock factor - 28 shot
item no: 2534

7.25”W  X  4.25”H  X  5”D
Get ready to be shocked by this 28 shot item from Cannon.  

Whistling tails race high into the night sky followed by multi 
colored peonies and glittering bouquets.  Finally a volley of 

colored scrambling comets roar upward and outward in every 
direction!  Rinse and repeat with a nice crackling mine finale!

packing: 12-1

aerial repeaters
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Pyro angels

fountains
item no: 2617

6” W  x  8”H  X  5.25”D
Beautiful pyro angels investigate with a yell & amazing color 
stars featuring blue, green, red, and purple; mixing with various 
cracklings to silver flowers & peacock flowers.  It is high 
intensity from start to finish!

packing: 16-1

FOUNTAINS
9” H  X  6” D
This 200 gram fountain features vibrant colors in red, blue, 
green and purple with delicate snow pine and brillant white 
strobe e�ects. Lasts 80 seconds!

PRISMATIC
item no: 2605 packing: 12-1

FOUNTAINS
7” H  X  4.25” D
Neutrino Fountain from Pyro Planet lasts a full 60 
seconds and is sure to please the audience.  Featuring 
purple & green stars transitioning to crackling and fading 
to white snow pine, its something to see!

NEUTRINO
item no:  2603 packing: 24-1
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fountains
4”W  X  4”H  X  9.5”D

This fountain o�ers a great set of e�ects and colors that make 
this a memorable cake that is a true value to the customer.  

Transparent windows in the front allow the device to light up 
red, yellow, and green during the excellent performance.

traffic light
item no: 2513 packing: 24-1

fountains
5.5”W  X  6”H  X  4.5”D

A frenzy of silver glitter, silver showers, and gold crackling 
with red and green stars. Then yellow flowers with blue stars, 
silver shower, and white chrysanthemums. Silver glitter, silver 

shower, and green balls follow, then red and green stars, silver 
shower, and gold crackling. Ends with whistles.

flash frenzy
item no: 2612 packing: 18-1

fountains
5.5”D

The Powerball Fountain is sure to get everyone excited 
with a long lasting performance.  Red, Yellow, and 

Purple pearls gush out of the top paired with white pine 
needles and chrysanthemum crackling.  A grand finale of 

white strobing pearls with titanium crackles will leave 
you speechless!  Lasts about 1 minute.

power ball
item no: 2618 packing: 12-1
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color popper

fountains
item no: 2611

9”H  X  3.25”D
If you are looking for a color palette, this device will 
produce vivid colors including red, orange, gold, 
purple, and blue!  Wow!!

packing: 24-1

FOUNTAINS
11.75”H  X  5.5”D
Various color fish, multi-stage ti-fountain, powerful spring 
flowers with blue/red/green pearls.

SNOW CONE
item no: 2614 packing: 8-1

FOUNTAINS
7”H  X  8.75”D
Fusion of neon blue, red, lemon tadpoles, with popcorn flowers 
and silver crackle.

NEON JELLY BEANS
item no: 2615 packing: 8-1
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midnight racer
item no: 2100

7.25”W  X  4”H  X  3”D
Light the fuse and stand back as the car roars forward before 

using the after burner to produce a dual color flame!

packing: 24-1

novelties

Grizzly Chainsaw
item no: 443

25.5”W  X  5”H  X  3.5”D
Start the engine and hold on as the Grizzly 

Chainsaw is a real tree shaker! Like our 
popular pyro swords, multi-colored stars rip 

into the night sky and shower the ground 
with glowing sparks. Its time to tap your 
inner Lumberjack and rev one up today.

packing: 8-1

novelties

fountains
10”W  X  6”H  X  3.25”D

Travel without worry as this premium fountain takes you 
on a journey you'll never forget.  Bright golden stars 

spray upward and transition to beautiful red, blue, and 
green glittering snowflakes.  The show continues with a 

triple shot of shimmering golden willows and a finale 
round of titanium crackling stars.

Free Fallin’
item no: 2616 packing: 16-1
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novelties
6.25”W  X  3”H  X  3”D
Blasts forward with silver flowers and red flames with silver 
flowers, then the top rotor fires up with colored flames and 
silver sparks.

power trip
item no: 440 packing: 24-1

novelties
5.25”W  X  2.75”H  X  2”D
Moves forward with red flames and whistles, then the 
turret rotates with red flame, and red and green stars 
with crackling stars.

t-force
item no: 442 packing: 24-1

novelties
7”W  X  3.5”H  X  2.25”D
Moves forward with red flame and whistles, then the propeller 
rotates with red flame, finally red and green stars with 
crackling stars.

chopper
item no: 441 packing: 24-1
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31”W  X  9”H  X  2”D
This medium sized tray assortment features over 
15 pieces of aerial display cakes, artillery shells, 
and ground fountains.  The compact tray design 
with a paper banner header is more economical 
than traditional assortment trays meaning that 
the customer will receive a better value with no 
wasted space.

item no: 0153 packing: 4-1

33”W  X  13.5”H  X  2”D
This large sized tray assortment features 
just shy of 40 pieces of aerial display 
cakes, artillery shells, saturn missiles, 
ground fountains, parachutes, and roman 
candles.  The compact tray design with a 
paper banner header is more economical 
than traditional assortment trays meaning 
that the customer will receive a better 
value with no wasted space.

item no: 0156 packing: 3-1

35.5”W  X  15.25”H  X  2”D
This XL sized tray assortment features 
about 30 pieces of aerial display cakes, 
artillery shells, saturn missiles, ground 
fountains, parachutes, and roman candles.  
The compact tray design with a paper 
banner header is more economical than 
traditional assortment trays meaning that 
the customer will receive a better value 
with no wasted space.

item no: 0157 packing: 2-1
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farenheit bag

aerial assortments
item no: 0133

7.5”W  X  15”H  X  4”D
A great addition to any shoppers cart. This bag assortment 
includes Artillery Shells, 3" Single Shot Artillery, Aerial 
Repeater, and 100 pk Firecrackers.

packing: 12-1

aerial assortments
10.5”W  X  23”H  X  4”D
This medium size bag assortment will provide a great variety at 
a great price! This bag assortment includes Aerial Repeater, 
Fountain, Saturn Missile, Single Shot Tube and Artillery Shells

for honor bag
item no: 0134 packing: 8-1

20”W  X  10.5”H  X  19”D
This case assortment has a total of 11 cakes 
featuring 3 - 500 grams and 8 aerial repeaters 
cakes. Why not buy your show by the case?

the big show assortment
item no: 0178 packing: 1-11
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20.75”W  X  9”H  X  16.5”D
We brought out the big guns for this assorted case, including a 
51 Shot 500G Beast finale that will leave you exhilarated.  The 
case includes four 200G cakes, one 350G cake, & one 500G 
cake.  All hand selected, we took the guesswork out of getting 
the best variety of aerial cakes and packaged them into one 
convenient package.  

HEAVY ARTILLERY assortment
item no: 0174 packing: 1-6

aerial assortments
35.5”W  X  12”H  X  1.75”D

Standing 3 ft tall, this Jumbo Rocket Tray includes an 
excellent variety of stick, nose cone, & heavyweight 

rockets.  This bundle is a must for all rocket enthusiasts and 
a great value with over 50 pieces of assorted rockets!

Jumbo rocket pack
item no: 0165 packing: 10-1
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spinners
9”W  X  3.5”H  X  1.25”D
Silver swirling flowers to silver glitter.

kapow
item no: 400 packing: 36-4-6

spinners
2.75”H  X  0.75”D
This giant ground bloom flower spinner from Cannon is 
sure to impress!  It aggressively spins and transitions 
colors and finishes with a great display of stars, crackling, 
and colored sparks!

Shazam
item no: 2101 packing: 72-4

Saturn Missiles
6.75”W  X  3.75”H  X  3.5”D
As a compliment to the new HOT 325 XL Saturn, this 50 
shot variety is a very sweet device.  50 fast & furious shots 
of crackling & whistling saturns with bangs!

hot 50 xl Saturn Missile
item no: 2711 packing: 16-1
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color smoke grenade
item no: 1233

14”W  X  5”H  X  9.5”D
These quality color pull string smoke grenades produce 

excellent vivid smoke that is second to none!

packing: 6-24

smoke items

Vampire rocket
item no: 269

7.25”W  X  31.5”H  X  2”D
Open the co�n and feel the rush of 4 excellent sky rockets 
with assorted e�ects.  Each premium rocket will thrive into 

the night sky and burst into a beautiful display of 
red/green wave, timed rain, or Brocade Crown.  

packing: 16-4

sky rocket

Roman candles
4”W  X  19”H  X  1”D

These fat 5 shot candles have some serious power!  
How much?  They break like a 200 gram cake!!!

Pro Ox candles
item no: 2488 packing: 15-4
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25 carats 25 shot
alpha 25 shot
b.a.s.e. military assort
big bad ass 119 shot
bravo 25 shot

burn out 36 shot
CHERRY BOMB 25 SHOT
CHOPPER

COLOR SMOKE GRENADE
CRACKLING MINES 7 SHOT
CRAZY LIKE A FOX 20 SHOT
DA BIG BOX O’ BOMBS 144 SHOT

DROPS OF JUPITER 9 SHOT
ECHO 25 SHOT
EYE CANDY 36 SHOT
FArenheit BAG

FIREBIRD 42 SHOT
2811 Page 10- FIghter pilot - 60 shot

FLASH FRENZY
FOR HONOR BAG
FOREVER 50 SHOT
FREE FALLIN’
GRIZZLY CHAINSAW
HALLEY’S COMET 8 SHOT
HEADBANGER 80 SHOT
HEAVY ARTILLERY ASSORTment
HOLY POW 8 SHOT

2711 Page 27- HOt 50 XL Saturn Missile

2842 Page 3- DOUBLE CROSSED 16 SHOT

JUMBO ROCKET PACK

2819 Page 9- SUBLIME 30 SHOT

KAPOW

1777 Page 13- BRICKYARD BLOWOUT 21 SHOT

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS #3 ASST

2509 Page 18- TOP FLIGHT 24 SHOT

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS #4 ASST

2605 Page 19- PRISMATIC

LEAGUE OF LEGENDS #5 ASST

2603 Page 19- NEUTRINO

LION’S SHARE 24 SHOT

2611 Page 21- COLOR POPPER

MASS OF FIRE 156 SHOT
MIDNIGHT RACER
MONKEY MAKER 13 SHOT
NEON JELLY BEANS
NEON PARROT 25 SHOT
NEON PARTY 24 SHOT

OVER THE MOON 9 SHOT
PAINT THE SKY 20 SHOT
PLANET ASST CAKES 9 SHOT

2618 Page 20- POWER BALL
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POWER TRIP
PREDATOR XL 12 SHELLS
PREDATOR XL 24 SHELLS
PREDATOR XL 6 SHELLS

PYRO ANGELS
2488 PAGE 28- PRO OX Candles

RAGING RADICAL 14 SHOT
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RED PLANET 9 SHOT
ROSE GRENADE 9 SHOT
SATURN RINGS 9 SHOT
SHAZAM
SHOCK FACTOR 28 SHOT
SIDEWINDER 25 SHOT
SIERRA 25 SHOT
SKY FALL 25 SHOT
SNOW CONE
SON OF BEAST 12 SHOT
SPECIAL OPS 20 SHOT
SPIDER MONKEY 12 SHOT

T-FORCE
THE BIG SHOW
THE ULTIMATE
THE WILD ONE 15 SHOT

TIME TO SHINE 20 SHOT
2813 Page 10- Thunder queen  7 Shot

TRAFFIC LIGHT
TROPICAL THUNDER 16 SHOT
V.I.P. 18 SHOT
VAMPIRE ROCKET
WHISKEY BENT / HELL BOUND
YETI  9 SHOT
ZOMBIE DUST 24 SHOT
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Importers of consumer 
fireworks since 1955

Muncie, In 47305
800-800-bang (toll Free)

765-284-7122
765-284-5788 (fax)

www.greatgrizzly.com

1500 E. Washington St.
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